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A humorous, illustrated, pocket field guide describing where to find—or where to avoid—the
most disturbed North American birds. The Mincing Mockingbird Guide to Troubled Birds allows
anyone to quickly identify psychotic, violent or mentally unstable bird species—and provides the
perfect gag gift for your bird loving (or fearing) friends and family. Throughout the book the
reader will discover tales of murder, assault, mental breakdowns, obesity, drug abuse and
infidelity among the birds. This guide is used and recommended by law enforcement agencies
and ignored by leading ornithologists.We are only just discovering the reality of our avian
adversaries, with their reptilian brains, their appetites for mayhem and the fact that they fly
mostly to spite us. To ignore the information found within this volume may be at the peril of your
very life.Perfect for: • White elephant gifts • Animal lover gifts • Bird lovers gift • Gag gifts • Funny
gifts • Christmas gifts
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Sara Dunn, “This book is my bible. Guide to Troubled Birds gets me through everything. It is the
bee's knees, the cat's pajamas, the best thing since sliced bread. It keeps me going when the
going has gone on a vacation and decided to leave me stranded.I actually use this book as a
judgment of peoples character and if they're compatible with my slightly deranged (who am I
kidding, fully deranged) sense of humor and sense of self. It is my way to pick out the ones that I
can really let go with. See who can handle it. One could say that I'm a tad bit obsessed with
birds.I quote this damn book so much that it's obscene. It doesn't help that I work at RISD's
nature lab and interact with taxidermy birds all the time. Those birds have so much personality
now. And there may or may not be over 100 of them. I don't get out much. It's okay. At least I have
my feathered friends.And the art is glorious - Mincing Mockingbird captures their deranged
personalities so wonderfully. Those delicate birds with even more delicate psyches (but lets be
real here, owls are anything but delicate. They feast on fear for fun)But PHEW. THIS BOOK IS A
GIFT TO ALL HUMANITY. DON'T EVEN HESITATE. JUMP ON IT. BUY THIS BEAUTIFUL
TOME AND WELCOME IT INTO YOUR LIVES.”

Jody H., “Freaky, Disturbing, Dark, and Twisted. In other words... AWESOME!. Straight-up
disturbing. I absolutely, positively would not let the author anywhere near my children, pets,
grandparents, valuable possessions, food stores, or bird feeder.What does this mean? I couldn't
possibly endorse it more heartily!!!!! :)Seriously weird stuff - but great entertainment. Especially
if you're into freaking out your relatives during a holiday Christmas party.”

Ree Ree D., “C. Cute book. It’s made to look like an old library book. It has funny sayings and
beautiful illustrations.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “For bird lovers with a sick sense of humour. If you love birds and possess a
dry, black, perturbed, twisted, and disturbed sense of humour, this is the perfect book for you.”

Edward M., “Warning for some "fowl" language. This book is hilarious, it never fails to crack me
up (especially on days where I'm feeling down). I have a particular fondness for the bird who has
trouble with math. This is definitely a must-have for any bookshelf, although I wouldn't
recommend letting anyone offended by swearwords to take a look inside.”

Atlas, “Hilarious gift. I bought this as a birthday gift for a friend and it made for a hilarious little
read. It's comprised of paintings of birds with amusing captions, and then a short "story" based
upon those. They range from downright laugh out loud funny to a little bit weird - it's the kind of
book you'd keep on the coffee table for a guest to flick through and laugh at. The illustrations are
lovely and the cover looks great, but it doesn't really have an re-read value and is quite short.”



Joe, “Not so much a guide. Birds definitely troubled.. Once upon a time I used screenshots of
this book to ascend to the lofty heights of "popular post on tumblr among fans of a relatively well
liked anime series". Now that the second series is being released I purchased the book in order
to rehash my fame and glimpse the halcyon days of 2016. Ah, to be respected by anonymous
strangers once more.The book is beautiful and funny, with short stories of the titular 'troubled
birds' interspersed among drawings and insightful quotes, or less-sightful in the case of the
hummingbird. Not a timeless adventure, and not something that will distract you for a long time,
but a better coffee-table conversation-starter than an actual bird.”

Becka, “Hilariously entertaining. Hilarious! A quick read but a good laugh.”

Martinus, “the recipient was very happy with it having wanted a copy for some time. Nought as a
birthday present, the recipient was very happy with it having wanted a copy for some time.”

The book by Mockingbird The Mincing has a rating of 5 out of 4.6. 713 people have provided
feedback.
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